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forces. Not only did the Japanese bring into action 150,000
troops with 300 tanks against our forces, which never exceeded
100,000 men with only a handful of tanks, but these superior
numbers were better trained and led and more suitably armed and
equipped than our men, who were fighting in difficult conditions
which their previous training had not been designed to meet.
Under these adverse circumstances our morale inevitably suffered a
decline, which was increased by frequent changes in command,
reorganisation of formations, divergences of view among their
commanders, deprivation of rest and respite from fighting, and an
absence of the inspired leadership which alone might have availed
to retrieve the steadily worsening position. Our reinforcements,
when they arrived, were too inexperienced and ill-acclimatised to
add much to our depleted strength, which finally proved inadequate
even for the defence of Singapore Island and the water crisis,
the deciding factor in the final capitulation, only hastened the
inevitable. The main responsibility for this state of affairs, however,
must fall not on the commanders and troops who fought in vain
against overwhelming handicaps, but on the British leaders and
people, with their apparently incurable habit of getting involved in
major wars inadequately prepared. The vanquished army of
Singapore was thus but one more scapegoat for our national and
Imperial sins of omission and commission in the vital field of
defence.
By the middle of February, 1942, then the Japanese had scored
a series of rapid, brilliant and valuable initial successes. They had
conquered the whole of the south-west Pacific north and west of a
line drawn through the centre of New Guinea and thence between
Timor and Australia. In the western Pacific only the Philippines
of .all the United States island territories was still unsubdued, but
the heroic resistance of its garrison also ended in May.
The loss of Malaya was quickly followed by that of Burma.
At the beginning of 1942, General Hutton had in Burma only two
weak divisions, the ryth Indian and the ist Burma, in all about
27,000 fighting troops, many of them native Burmese of poor mili-
tary quality and with this force he had to hold a 1,000 mile-long
front from Port Victoria, half way down the Tenasserim isthmus,
to the mountainous Shan States; the ist Burma Division guarded
the northern portion of the line as far south as Papun, and the
iTth Indian Division, the lower Salween and the Tenasserim
isthmus. On our left the American General Stilwell, appointed
by the Chinese supreme ruler and generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek
to command the Chinese troops in Burma, was bringing forward
two armies, the 5th and 6th comprising in all six divisions, to the
Mandalay-Lashio area to hold the approaches to the Burma Road,
China's only remaining land communication with the outer world;

